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IntroductIon

The aim of batch processing in workflow is to improve the execution efficiency of business processes 
by modeling and enactment of batch logic for multiple workflow cases, i.e. vertically combining mul-
tiple workflow activity (hereafter activity) cases together and submitting for execution according to 
batch logics. In our previous literatures(Liu 2005, Liu 2007), we proposed a dynamic batch processing 
scheduling model and discussed the design and implementation of dynamic batch processing in WfMSs. 

aBstract

The employment of batch processing in workflow is to model and enact the batch processing logic for 
multiple cases of a workflow in order to optimize business processes execution dynamically. Our previous 
work has preliminarily investigated the model and its implementation. However, it does not figure out 
precisely which activity and how a/multiple workflow activity(s) can gain execution efficiency from batch 
processing. Inspired by workflow mining and functional dependency inference, this chapter proposes a 
method for mining batch processing patterns in workflows from process dataflow logs. We first introduce 
a new concept, batch dependency, which is a specific type of functional dependency in database. The 
theoretical foundation of batch dependency as well as its mining algorithms is analyzed and investigated. 
Based on batch dependency and its discovery technique, the activities meriting batch processing and 
their batch processing features are identified. With the batch processing features discovered, the batch 
processing areas in workflow are recognized then. Finally, an experiment is demonstrated to show the 
effectiveness of our method.
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However, there are still many problems need to be investigated. The following three problems are not 
solved yet: 1) determination of which activity merits batch processing (hereafter batch-efficient activ-
ity); 2) if it is a batch-efficient activity, how the multiple cases of the activity are batch-processed; and 
3) the setting of the batch processing areas (batch processing patterns). In fact, just like the definition 
of workflow models, the design and modeling of batch-efficient activities as well as batch processing 
areas are also a time-consuming and error-prone task. They can be easily influenced by the perception 
of business process designer (hereafter designer). Moreover, designers may not know exactly which 
activity deserves batch processing (batch efficient activities) at workflow building time since there is 
no real data at that time to let us make a right decision. Even more designers may ignore these kinds of 
batch processing features due to their unconsciousness about the existence of batch efficiency in tasks. 
To optimize business processes, therefore, it is important to explore a way to identify and model both 
batch-efficient activities and batch processing areas automatically.

Inspired by data mining and workflow mining, this chapter proposes a method for identification of 
batch-efficient activities and their batch processing features as well as recognition of batch processing 
areas of a workflow from workflow logs. The basic idea of this method is to employ the control and 
relevant data in workflow logs to automatically discover the batch-efficient activities and their batch 
processing features, which is one or a set of input parameters of an activity and on which activities are 
batch-processed. To solve this problem, we introduce a new concept, batch dependency, which is a 
specific type of functional dependency in database. With the batch-efficient activities and their batch 
processing features, batch processing areas in workflow can be recognized and can be set automatically 
then. It is shown from the simulation experiments that our method works effectively.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section II we give an introduction of 
the background knowledge, notations, concepts and the problem itself for simplicity and clarification 
in identification and recognition algorithms. Section III is the theoretical foundation of our method, in 
which the batch dependency and its mining algorithm is introduced and investigated. In Section IV, we 
design two algorithms, one for identification of batch-efficient activities as well as recognition of their 
batch processing features and another for recognition of batch processing areas. Simulation experiments 
are done in Section V. Section VI is the review of related work. Our contribution is also pointed out here. 
Finally, Section VII concludes this chapter and points out some future directions.

ProBleM defInItIon

In this section we will give a brief introduction to what batch processing in workflow is, what data we 
will employ and how mining steps start and proceed.

concept of Batch Processing in workflow

Figure 1 is an example of processes with batch deserving activities (Liu 2007). It consists of six activi-
ties: “Application”, “Examination and Approval”, “Denial Informing”, “Renting Car”, “Informing”, 
and “Charging”. Table 1 shows the dataflow logs of activity “Renting Car” of the process in Figure 1. 
Let every car for renting with the same car type, e.g. Honda Civil, and can accommodate up to 4 pas-
sengers each time. In Table 1, tuple t1, t3, t5 and t8 are with the same destination, Changsha, and almost 
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